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A B S T R A C T

Combined cooling, heating and power system (CCHP) is an efficient alternative for building energy supply.
Meanwhile, the advantages of high energy efficiency and low emission for solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) make
the technology a promising prime mover for CCHP systems. In this study, a SOFC based CCHP system design and
operation optimization model has been developed using the Mixed Integer Non-linear Programming (MINLP)
approach. The model provides two capacity sizing options of the fixed size (user specified), and the optimal
sizing. In the fixed size option, four dispatch strategies are considered, namely baseload, day/night, full-load,
and electrical load following. In the optimal sizing option, the installed capacity of devices and the dispatch
strategy are both optimized. Moreover, multi-objective optimizations are also conducted to optimize two con-
flicting objectives simultaneously by the Ɛ-constraint method. The optimal results are displayed by Pareto
frontiers and the most desired solutions have been identified and verified by two decision-making approaches of
LINMAP and TOPSIS. To make the model applicable to real world operation, novel constraints including part-
load efficiency, equipment on/off, and numbers of start constraints are applied. Finally, the proposed model is
applied to a case study of a hospital in Shanghai, China considering state-of-the-art technical specifications, time-
of-use energy pricing, and emission factors. The results indicate environmental advantages of SOFC based CCHP
system. Moreover, the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) identified by the proposed optimal design and dispatch
model would be 0.17 $/kWh, which is lower than the conventional energy system.

1. Introduction

Buildings including domestic and nondomestic buildings are gra-
dually becoming the main contributor of global energy demand as es-
timated by the International Energy Agency (IEA) [1]. Considering an
expected increase of population, along with the growing trend of ur-
banization and comfort level improvement, the energy demand in
buildings will keep rising [2]. Combined cooling heating and power
(CCHP) offers more efficient means to meet this increasing building
energy demand [3]. By cascade utilization of the energy from fossil
fuels or renewable energy sources, CCHP systems can improve energy
efficiency and reduce environmental impact significantly [4]. Mean-
while, among all the available CCHP prime movers, fuel cells are con-
sidered as one of the most promising technologies [4,5]. Compared to
conventional combustion based engines, fuel cells have intrinsically
better electrical efficiency (as high as 60%) with much lower pollutant
emissions. In addition, fuel cells have no issues with noise or vibration,
which make them easier to accommodate in buildings and further

improves energy security [6].

1.1. Literature review

Among various fuel cell technologies, the Solid Oxide Fuel Cell
(SOFC) is considered as a promising technology and is expected to play
a key role in future distributed energy networks [7]. At the moment, the
majority of research on CCHP systems focus on combustion based en-
gines [2,8–10], while the research on fuel cell systems focuses on
thermodynamic modeling and optimization [11–15]. Less attention has
been paid to the system level study of fuel cell CCHP. Ranjbar et al. [16]
established an evaluation model of a combined fuel cell and wind
(hybrid CHP) power plant by evolutionary programming to assess the
impact on performance and cost. Chen et al. [17] presented a hybrid
CCHP system based on fuel cell and solar technology, and the system
thermodynamic performance as well as the effects of key operating
parameters have been discussed and analyzed. Wouters et al. [18]
proposed a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) approach to
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optimize the design of a CCHP system to minimize the annualized cost
of the system. Yang et al. [19] constructed a MILP model to optimally
design district-scale distributed energy resource (DER) systems, and
showed that the adoption of the proposed system could achieve sig-
nificant economic benefits compared to conventional system. Sorace
et al. [12] compared the low temperature polymer electrolyte mem-
brane fuel cell (PEMFC) with SOFC as the prime mover of residential
CHP systems from economic and environmental perspectives. The
proposed system was connected to a heat pump and a domestic un-
derfloor heating system. A sensitivity study was also undertaken to
assess the impact of capital cost. The results indicate that a lower cost of
energy was achieved by the SOFC due to its higher overall efficiency,
however, the higher capital cost at the moment is still a barrier for
diffusion of such systems. Fong et al. [20] proposed a fuel cell based
CCHP system in an office building, and when operated at grid in-
dependent mode, the installed device capacity and the year round
system performance were identified on monthly intervals. Pellegrino
et al. [21] analyzed a fuel cell based micro CHP system in the European
Union residential sector by applying different operation strategies and
further discussed the impact of various supporting schemes to promote
the market entry of fuel cell technology. Facci et al. [22] designed and
assessed solid oxide fuel cell based CCHP system applications in the
residential sector. The optimally designed capacity was determined as a
function of investment cost and control strategy, while a graph theory-
based approach was applied to optimize the operation strategy.

McLarty et al. [23] utilized a Distributed Generation Buildout Economic
Assessment Tool (DG-BEAT) to analyze stationary fuel cell applications
at several places in the U.S considering different conditions of energy
prices, operation strategies, and complementary technologies. The re-
sults indicate that different operation strategies have significant im-
pacts on project economy. Adam et al. [24] reviewed the fuel cell based
micro-CHP system options for heat recovery. The grades of available
heat from different fuel cell process units were discussed, and the in-
tegration of fuel cell based micro-CHP system with the building heating
supply system was evaluated based on the match of temperature and
cascade utilization of heat. Meanwhile, multi-objective optimization
has been identified as a promising tool for system design.

1.2. Motivation

In this work, we present a data-driven MINLP model to tackle the
optimal design and dispatch issue of an SOFC based CCHP system for
project life of ten years. To model the SOFC based CCHP system more
realistically, several constraints including part-load ratio, on/off limits,
and device start limits have been applied. Meanwhile, multi-objective
optimizations have been conducted so as to evaluate the trade-off be-
tween cost and carbon emissions. Furthermore, this work provides both
optimal and fixed sizing options as well as four types of pre-defined
dispatch strategies. The proposed model has a high degree of freedom,
and can be applied to specific projects by simply modifying the input

Nomenclature

Abbreviations

ATC annual total cost
ACE annual carbon emission
BL baseload
CCHP combined cooling heating and power
CRF capital recovery factor
DG-BEAT distributed generation build economic assessment tool
D/N day/night
FL full-load
FEL following electrical load
HEX heat exchanger
IEA international energy agency
LINMAP linear programming technique for multidimensional ana-

lysis of preference
LCOE levelized cost of energy
MINLP mixed integer non-linear programming
OPEX operating expenditures
PEMFC polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell
SOFC solid oxide fuel cell
TOPSIS technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal

solution

Symbols

C cost ($)
CAP installed capacity (kW)
E electrical power (kW)
EDi+ distance to ideal point
EDi- distance to non-ideal point
f part load efficiency function
fij location of each optimal point
f j

ideal location of ideal point

f j
nadir location of non-ideal point

PL part load ratio
Q thermal energy (kW)

Yi relative distance

Greek symbols

ω heat-to-power ratio
η nominal efficiency
α modulation rate
δ import/export status
β on/off status
ϕ heat charge/discharge status
φ start limit variable
∂ emission factor
μ energy conversion factor

Subscripts/superscripts

fc solid oxide fuel cell
s season
h hour
im electricity import
ec electrical chiller
re heat recovered
b boiler
st-in heat storage charge
st-out heat storage discharge
ac absorption chiller
heat heating energy
cool cooling energy
NG natural gas
LHV low heating value
ex electricity export
limit installed capacity limit
st-init initial state of heat storage
r interest rate
t each technology
n project life
maint maintenance cost
cap capital cost
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